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ORDER APPROVING JOINT UTILITY MOTION FOR
LOST CONTRIBUTIONS TO FIXED COSTS, AS MODIFIED

By this Order No. 14,the Commission approves the joint motion of investor-

owned public utilities for the Commission to allow the awarding of lost

contributions to fixed costs that result kom utility e n e r a efficiency (“EE”)
programs, as modified.

The term “Tost contributions to fixed costs” (‘XCFC”) refers to that portion

of reduction in potential electriciiy or natural gas sales revenue which is caused by
public-utility-funded EE programs, and which was othenvise approved in a general
rate case in order to reflect the .fixed costs of utility service that do not vary based
on a reduction in energy sales volume.

Utilities have argued, and many

jurisdictions around the nation have agreed, that while EE programs are cost

effective for ratepayers, utilities face a disincentive to implement programs that
fully develop this cost-effective resource, so long as such programs cause them t o
lose revenues attributable to fixed cost recovery.

Through this order, this

a
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Commission agrees and establishes guidelines for the approval of LCFC collection
in Arkansas,

Statutorv Authority and Positions ofthe Parties.
The Commission’s general ratemaking authority and the Arkansas Energy

Conservation Endorsement Act of 1977 (“ECEA,”
codified at Ark. Code Annotated 5
23-3-401,et. seq.) each provide adequate statutory authori’cy to allow the

Cornmission to approve the collection of LCFC.
Parties to this docket disagree as to whether statute grants the Commission
the authority to approve collection from ratepayers of LCFC, and if so, whether

LCFC collection is required. Arkansas Electric Energy Consumers and Arkansas
Gas Consumers (“AEEC/AGC”) argue that the Commission has no authority to

approve LCFC collection. AEEC/AGC base this argument on an interpretation of

the following language from f i e ECEA:
[T]he Commission shall , . order that the affected public utility
company be allowed t o increased its rates or charges as necessary to
recover any costs incurred by the public utility company as a result of
its engaging in any such program or measure
(Brief of Arkansas Electric Energy Consumers, Inc., and Arkansas Gas Consumers,

Inc,‘s On Legal Issues [sic]at 3 (November 9, zoro)), citing Ark. Code Ann. 5 23-3405(a)(3).

AEEC/AGC argue that the statute references “costs,” which by the

statute’s plain language are direct program costs and not lost revenues. If the

Commission determines that it must go beyond the plain meaning, AEEC/AGC

cautions that “a fundamental principle of statutory construction called “expression
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unius est exclusion alterius” dictates that the legislature’s explicit allowance of
energy conservation program cost recovery means that, by contrast, it excluded

other kinds of related revenue recovery. (Id. at 5). Further, AEEC/AGC note that

the statute designates energy conservation as a “proper utili5 hnction,” which is in
the nature of a duty, and not something that the utility may be “paid extra to do” if

convenient. (Id. at 3, citing Ark. Code Ann. 5 23-3-404).
Utilities reading the same statute arrive at the opposite conclusion-that it
requires the Commission to approve some form of recovery of a portion of revenues
forgone due to EE program implementation. Utilities note that the statute only

allows the Commission to order energy conservation programs into effect “if it
determines they wiIl be beneficial to the ratepayers of such public utilities and to

the utilities themselves.” (Ark. Code Ann. 5 23-3-405(a)(~)). (See, e.g., Legal Brief

of Entergy Arkansas, Xnc. at

2

(November 8, 2010)). Utilities reason that energy

efficiency programs cannot be beneficial to utilities if the programs cause net
reductions in revenues and earnings,’ (Id. at 6). Thus,utilities argue that, if the

Commission orders EE programs into effect, it must approve collect-ion of not only
direct costs, but also some mechanism to recover revenues lost to the utiIity and an
earnings opportunity, such as LCFC and incentives. (Id.; see also, e.g., Post-

Hearing Brief of Centerpoint Energy Resources Cow. (“Post-Hearing CenterPoht”)
at 3, November g,2010).

1

The Cornmission addressed this issue at some length in Docket No.07-077-TF,Order No. 18 at 3-

15 (Pebruary 3,2010).
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Under this theory, LCFC and incentives are a program “cost” that must be

contemporaneously recovered under the ECEA.

(Id. at 9). For instance,

CenterPoint argues that, by requiring immediate recovery of %my cost incurred by

[the utilit-y3 as a resuIt of its engaging an any such program or measure,” the statute

intends a broad reading of the word “cost” that can accommodate lost revenues.

(Post-Hearing CenterPoint at 3-4, and FN 4 (Emphasis in original)). Arkansas
Western Gas Company also argues that the statutory duty t o provide energy
conservation services does not preclude recovery of revenues above the level of
direct program costs, any more than other utility duties t o provide utility service

preclude recovery of a Commission-approved opportunity to earn a profit margin.
(AWG witness Paul D.Smith’sTestimony at 11: 26-123 (March 26,2010)).

Other parties argue that the Commission has discretion either to approve or

not approve recovery of LCFC,when approving or requiring the implementation of

EE programs: “Theposition of the Attorney General is that the

statute neither

mandates nor forbids recovery of incentives or lost contributions t o fixed costs as
either a program component or as an indirect cost.” (AG’s Legal Brief Regarding

Shareholder Incentives and Last Contributions to Fixed Costs at 2 [Nov. 9,2010)).
Fundamentally, the AG argues that the statute must be read to further its purpose
of authorizing the Commission t o pursue “the overriding public interest” in the

conservation of natural gas and oil and to respond to a “very real energy crisis.”
(Id. at 3, citing Ark. Code. Ann. 5 23-3-402).“Thestatute only requires recovery of

the direct program costs, but allows the Commission broad discretion in declaring
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what is a ‘cost,’ and how to structure recovery of incentives and other indirect
costs.”

(Id.]. The AG notes the statute’s express provision that “nothing in this

subchapter shall be construed as Iimiting or cutting down the authority of the
commission t o order, require, promote, or engage in other energy conserving
actions or measures.” (Id. at 3, citing Ark. Code Ann. § 23-4-405(b)).

The AG further responds more specifically to the utility argument that the

ECEA requires Commission approval of lost revenue recovery: because EE
programs generally involve expenses, rather than investments that put shareholder

capital at risk, the statutorily-required recovery of direct costs are suficient to hold
the utiliv economically harmless. (AG’s Reply Brief at

2

(November

12, 2010)).

Thus, once the Commission has approved direct cost recovery, a finding of any
further benefit to the utility-and not necessarily the award of lost revenues or
incentives-is sufficient for a finding that the utility benefits from the program.

(Id.).

General Staff agrees with the AG regarding the Commission’s flexible
authority to approve or not approve LCFC recovery: “The [ E n e r a Conservation
Endorsement ActJ gives the Commission wide discretion to propose, develop,

solicit, approve, require, implement, and monitor” EE measures and states that
“nothing in this subchapter shall be construed as limiting” the Commission’s
authority to promote other energy conservation. (General Staffs Legal Brief at 2,
(November 9,

2010)).

Staff notes that in prior Docket No, og-iii-P, the
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Commission approved lost revenues as an EE program cost “eligible for recovery

pursuant to the ECM.” (Id. at: 3).

Federal Agencies testify that Commission approval of a lost revenue
mechanism would be “just and reasonable,” an allusion to the general ratemaking

authority of this Commission and similar commissions in every other state to

ensure that all public utility rates are “just and reasonable.” (FEA witness Larry
Blank’s Testimony at 4 (March 26,
104).

2010);

Ark. Code Ann. $5 23-4-103and 23-4-

The Commission’s ratemaking power is a subset of its vested power,

jurisdiction and duty to regulate utilities and “to do all things, whether specifically

designated in this ad, that may be necessary or expedient in the exercise of such

power and jurisdiction, or in the discharge of its duty.” (Ark. Code Ann. 5 23-2301).

Wal-Mart argues that LCFC approval at this time is statutorily questiunable,
Lost revenues are not a “cost”under the plain language of the ECM. mal-Mart’s

Post-Hearing Reply Brief at 5 (November

12, 2010)).

The ECEA statute only

authorizes the recovery of the “cost” of a program, which by its plain language does
not include reduced revenues, (Id.], Further, Commission rules are even more

restrictive, allowing recovery of “direct program costs.” (Id.at 6). Even if lost
revenues may be characterized as a cost, Wal-Mart argues that no evidence in this
record establishes that any revenues have been lost. (Id.at

I).

Wal-Mart argues

that approval of LCFC prior to such proof may violate the ECEA’s statutory
requirement that any increased rates or charges be approved “at the time any such
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programs or measures are approved and ordered into effect

. . .” (Id. at 3, citing

Commission Decision Regardinn Authority to Award LCFC

The Commission agrees with the Attorney General, the General Staff and
the Federal Agencies that t h e Commission may approve, but

is not required to

approve, the collection of an LCFC mechanism as part of a general approach to

promote energy conservation that is beneficial to ratepayers and to the utilities
themselves. Therefore, the Commission finds that, given its broad authoriq under
the Arkansas K E A , the Commission may allow utilities to recover LCFC with
ratemaking measures designed to remove utility disincentives to implement the
energy efficiency and consewation programs, particularly when, as here, such costs
are included within an overall cost-benefit analysis that indicates net system and

ratepayer economic benefits.
The express statutory provision preserving all other regulatory authorities
to promote energy conservation (Ark. Code Ann. 5 23-3-405(a)) dispels any

possible doubt on this point. The Commission is charged with achieving an
4C

overriding public interest” in energy conservation. It currently pursues this goal,

by limitation of its own rules, through the approval of pubIic utiIity program
portfolios that are more cost effective than competing strategies to meet energy

demand, The Commission reasonably intends to achieve other system benefits
through these measures such as fuel cost reduction, reduction in exposure to
energy and capaciq price volatility, reduced regulatory risks, greater consumer
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awareness and satisfaction, and other benefits within the Commission’s regulatory
purview,

The fact that many ratemaking approaches, including those intended to
promote energy conservation, are encompassed by the Commission’s general

authority and duties, is underscored by the initial broad scope of the instant

docket. This docket was not established particularly to consider revenues lost due
to potential

EE programs. Rather, it broadly considers “Innovative Approaches to

Ratebase Rate of Return Ratemaking, Including...Annual Earnings Reviews,

Formula Rates and Incentive Rates....” (Order No. 1 at I). Given the changing and
complex nature of utility service, the Commission may reasonably base rates on
costs of service, performance towards goals that serve market efficiency and other

goals in the public interest, or other factors. The particular design of rates, so long
as they are just and

reasonable, can take a multitude of forms, including

contemporaneous collection of LCFC. Furthermore, at this point,the Commission
does not approve the particular application for LCFC of any individuaI public

utility. Rather, the Commission signals its intent to consider applications for LCFC
recovery as part of the annual EE tariff process.

Both the ECEA and the

Commission’s general ratemaking author@ authorize, and in no way impede, the

approval of a general policy allowing co2lection of LCFC as a means for the
Commission to pursue its essential duty to promote energy conservation under
Arkansas’s ECEA.
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The EE Utilities’ Joint PronosaI for an LCFC Mechanism.
On October 6, 2010, Arkansas Oklahoma Gas Corporation (“AOG”),

Arkansas Western Gas Company rAWG”), CenterPoint Energy Resources Corp.
d/b/a Centerpoint Energy Arkansas Gas (TenterPoint”), The Empire District

Electric Company (“Empire”), Entergy Arkansas, Inc. (“EAI”), Oklahoma Gas and
Electric Company (“OG&E”), and Southwestern Electric Power Company
(“SWEPCO”) (collectively, the Energy Efficiency Utilities, or “EE UtiIitiies”)

requested approval of an LCFC recovery mechanism, filing both a Joint Motion to

that effect and Joint Comments supporting the Motion. Under that mechanism,

utilities would individually seek recovery of LCFC as part of the current annual EE
program tariff docket.

(Joint Motion to Request Approval of a Recovexy

Mechanism for the Lost Contributions to Fixed Costs (“Joint Motion”) at 4-5,
(October 6,2010)).

The amount of LCFC would usually be calculated using an approved list of
deemed savings values, representing engineering estimates of energy savings that
would result from the implementation of particular measures or types of
equipment. For programs that implement measures €or which approved deemed

savings values exist, reductions in sales volumes would be calculated by
multiplying the number of measures implemented times the deemed savings
values. For programs implementing customized measures, or those for which no
prior-approved deemed savings values exist, estimated reduced sales volumes
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would be based on industry standard evaluation, measurement and verification
(“EM&V”) protocols. (Id. at 6).

LCFC would then initially be calculated as the reduction in energy saJes

volumes resulting from measures implemented under planned EE programs, times
a Last Contribution Rate (“LCR”). The LCR would be the currently approved base

rate revenues, less customer charge revenues, on an average dollar per kwh or CCF
basis by rate class,
Gas utilities currently operate under a Billing Determinant Adjustment

(“BDA”)tariff that recovers some revenues that could be included in an LCFC
mechanism. Therefore, EE utilities propose that the BDA tariff would be amended
to ensure that LCFC revenue is not double-counted in the annual BDA filing.

In summary, the EE utiIity LCFC proposal has the following key

characteristiics:
Annual, contemporaneous LCFC recovery as a component of Rider

EECR,
Reliance on approved deemed savings, when they are available, to

estimate the amount of reduced energy sales that will result from
planning programs for the prospective year;
Reliance on industry-standard E M W protocols in the absence of

deemed savings;
Use of estimated energy savings, multiplied by an LCR to estimate

lost revenues;

the LCR would be calculated as t h e currently-
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approved base rate revenues minus customer charge revenues on an
average dollar per k W h or CCF basis by rate class.
True-up of prior-year LCFC to account: for the actual energy saving
impacts of measures installed, actual demand and energy fixed cost

rates involved, and differences between expected and actual

collections;
Adjustment of 3DA to prevent double-counting for gas utilities; and

Accounting for prospective revenues lost due to prior-year EE
program measures implemented between the time of the last general
rate case and the LCFC filing.
Comments ofthe Parties ReEardinz the
Joint Pronosal ofthe EE UtiIities.

The EE Utilities argue that traditional rates recover costs (including both
fixed and variable costs) through rates based on unit sales of energy. (Joint
Comments Regarding an Appropriate Mechanism for Recovery of the Lost
Contributions to Fixed Costs a t 2-3 [October 6,2010)). Each unit sale (a kiIowatt
hour of electricity or therm of natural gas) allows the recovery in rates of amounts
approved to recover f m d costs, amounts to recover variable costs, and an earnings

opportunity. While variable costs are a “pass through,” the utiliv recovers its fixed
costs and earns its return on investment through kilowatt sales multiplied by

approved base rates. If utility EE programs succeed, they reduce sales and thus
reduce the fixed cost recovery and fair opportunity for earnings that formed the
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basis for Commission-approved rates. (Id.at 4). Such reduction in sales causes a

“real, not just theoretical” negative financial impact, which in turn is a broadlyacknowledged disincentive to utility EE program implementation. (Id.; see QZSO,
Empire’s Reply Comments to Questions Presented in Order Nos.

12and

13 at 1

(October 20,zoio)).
OG&E more generally argues that, while there are many possible

approaches to address the disincentive to reduce energy sales, an LCFC approach

that targets sales reductions resulting from EE programs is more appropriate for
electric utilities experiencing sales growth caused by multiple economic and

regulatory factors, (OG&E’s Reply Comments at 2-3 (March

26, 2010)).

OG&E

argues that decoupling is more appropriate €or gas utilities facing predictabIe sales
declines caused by fewer factors. (Id.).
To summarize, the EE utilities argue that the following policy

considerations support approval of their proposed LCFC mechanism:

EE programs reduce approved levels of fixed cost recovery,

(1)

endangering full recovery of f i e d costs;
(2)

EE programs reduce approved earnings opportunities; and

(3)

These

reductions

are a disincentive t o

robust

program

implementation.

General Staff “is in general agreement with [the] provisions” of the EE
Utilities’joint proposal. (Staffs Reply Comments (“Staff Reply”) at 3 (October 20,
2010)).

Staff reasons that effective EE programs “may adversely impact the
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utility’s ability to recover its revenue requirement providing a disincentive for

impIementing EE programs.” (Tr.at 49). Staff recommends two modifications to
the

EE utility proposal.

First, Staff recommends “reversing the order of

preference” so that EM&V protocols, when such protocols have been approved by

the Commission, would be preferred over deemed savings for the purpose of
determining energy savings values. (Staff Reply at 3). Staff also recommends that

utilities track the specific lives of individual energy savings measures so that
energy savings attributable to a measure will not be counted beyond the end of the

measure’s life. (Id.at 4).

While the Attorney General argues, as noted above, that the Commission
has the authority to approve LCFC,he ‘‘opposesthe [EEutiliw] Motion .

Reply Comments t o Orders No, 12 and
(Oct. 20, zolo)).

13

.

,’I

(AG’s

(“AG’s Reply to Order 12”)at 6:13-14

The AG supports broad revenue stabilization (along the lines of

the current gas utilify BDA), with an adjustment to equity return reflecting lower
risk, rather than attempts t o parse the d e s effects of EE programs. (Id. at 6).

Central to the AG’s opposition is his concern that electric utilities will collect LCFC
even in situations where electricity sales rise overall, raising the question of

whether any contribution to fixed costs are in fact lost, (AG‘s Initial Comments on
Energy Efficiency Incentives and Lost Revenue Recovery at 17:4-7 (October 6,
2010)).

However, the AG notes that approval of an LCFC mechanism
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would be Iess unfavorable to consumers under two conditions: (I) if
it were only offered in t h e context of significant efficiency goals that
utilities were expected to meet, and (2)significant M&V supported
any savings values.
(AG’s Reply to Order 12 at 7:g-i3). For purposes of any LCFC calculation, the AG

strongly opposes the use of pre-approved deemed savings as the basis for

calculating the enerw savings. (AG’s Reply to Order

12 at

7). Rather, the AG

would require afier-the-fact, independent EM&V to verify t h e net energy savings
ddivered by each program. The AG recommends discounting by half, for the

purpose of any LCFC calculation, any energy savings not independently verified

after the fact.
While not opposing the concept of LCFC recovery, Audubon argues that the
EE utility proposal will “systematically misestiimate[sic] lost revenues.”

(Audubon’s Reply Testimony of Paul Chernick (“Audubon Reply”) at
20, 2010)).

11 (October

Audubon argues that accuracy is more important for LCFC

computation than €or the program planning and approval purposes for which the
Commission has thus far sought savings estimates. (Id,Exhibit PLC-Ri,at 14).

Audubon recommends that any approved LCFC mechanism include the foTlowing
features:
a.

A data tracking system that will track data about the
installation adequate to verify the number of installations
and to reasonably estimate the sales effects of installations;
such data might include the size and efficiency of installed
equipment, the location of the installation, the hours of
operation for the equipment, the orientation of building
surfaces treated, the date of the installation, the seasona1it-y
of equipment (i.e., an air conditioner installed in November
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b.

C.

may not save energy until the following summer); and the
Ioad shape of equipment;
A data tracking system that records information about the
customer and the customer’s rate class and schedule
adequate to reasonably estimate the revenue impacts of
installation; such data might include applicable rate
schedules, riders, demand rates and demand ratchets, and
block rates.
A method of adjusting estimated sales reductions to reflect
savings that would have occurred without the program and
the extent to which the program affects actions taken
outside the program (Le. “net” energy savings rather than
“gross‘’ savings);

(Id. at IO).
Audubon states that it recommended these changes in the context of EAI’s

rate case, and that EAI accepted some of them, but that they are not reflected in
the current EE utiliw proposal.

(Id. at 12-13).

Among the accepted

recommendations was an EAI commitment to develop E M W procedures that
would assess ‘(thelevel of savings that can be attributed to the program” [Le., “net
savings.”] (Id. at 14). Audubon urges in addition that the Commission rule that

utilities must use the best information available at the time of LCFC reconciliation
to calculate LCFC, rather than relying by default on prior-approved deemed

savings. (Id., Exhibit PLC RI,at 15).
Federal Executive Agencies (“FEA”) argue that EE utilities did not submit

detailed tariff language t o alIow adequate review, (FEA’s Reply Comments to the
Joint Utilities’ request €or approval of an LCFC Mechanism (“Federal Agencies
Reply”) at 1 (October ~0,2010)).FEA also opposes the Joint Motion on the basis

that it allows cost shifking between rate classes in the case of utilities that calculate
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only one LCR rate. (Id.)

FEA urges that fixed cost recovery issues must be

addressed within a rate case, and not within the EE cost recovery tariff proceeding,
to allow proper allocation of fixed costs.

(Id.). However, FEA would support

approval of an LCFC rider as just and reasonable if it met the following criteria:

LCFC would be directly linked to Commission-approved EE
programs;
LCFC would avoid cost-shifting among classes;
LCFC would be based on detailed engineering studies
supported for each EE program supported by the expert
testimony of a Professional Engineer;
LCFC would be trued-up based on actual customer
participation and revised engineering studies;
LCFC would be re-set to zero after each general rate case, and;
financial and rate calculation would be based on sworn expert
testimony.
(FEA witness Larry Blank’s Testimony at 5:12through 6:18 (March 26,2010)).

AEEC/AGC oppose the Joint Motion,recommending alternative, rate-based

approaches to promote energy efficiency. (AEEC/AGC’s Reply Comments to Order

No. 12 and 13 at 2 (October 20,2010)). AEEC/AGC particularly opposes any costshifking among customer classes. (Id.].

Wal-Mart states that although it “has no objection to the recovery of
demonstrated LCFC for the successful implementation of energy efficiency
measures, we do object to the methodology and implementation timing proposed
by the Utilities.” (Reply Comments of Wal-Mart Stores, LLC, and Sam’s West, Inc.,
(“Wal-Mart Reply Comments”) at 2 (October

20, 2010)).

Like FEA, Wal-Mart

argues that the general rate case is the proper venue in which to vet claims of lost
contributions to fixed costs. (Id.), Like the AG, Wal-Mart notes that LCFC may
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reduce utiIity financial risk, meriting a reduction in the authorized rate of return.
(1b.J

WaI-Mart cautions that utilities should be required to prove that

contributions to fixed costs actually are lost, prior to allowing any recovery,
particularly during difficult economic times. (Id.) Wal-Mart asserts that no such

loss has been proven in these proceedings, so that any Commission approval of an
LCFC mechanism at this time is premature. (WaT-Marts Post-Hearing Reply Brief
at 1-2(November 12,2010)). Wal-Mart argues that the Joint Motion simplistically

attributes every dollar in lost revenue t o energy conservation programs. (Id. at 3).

mscussrom
The Commission hereby approves, as modified, the EE utilities’ proposal

that utilities be allowed to submit applications within the annual EE tariff filing
process to collect LCFC contemporaneously with program implementation. The

modifications t o t h e EE utility proposal on LCFC are that, in order for the EE
utilities to coIlect LCFC their proposed programs must be: (I) comprehensive
within the context of being designed to be a significant effort toward meeting
efficiency goals; and

(2) subject to

an independent and robust EM&V true-up

approved by the Commission in each year following a year in which LCFC is
claimed.

The Commission agrees that, at this stage, lost revenues caused by EE
programs are a significant disincentive to EE program implementation that must
be addressed. While decoupling may eventually prove to be a better way t o tame

the “throughput incentive,” the Commission at this time accepts the EE Utilities’
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argument that an LCFC mechanism is more appropriate for electric utilities, which
expect growth in sales, and that the combination of LCFC and a modified BDA is

appropriate for gas utilities.

The Commission commib to approval of LCFC recovery only in the context
of significant goal setting and the development of robust E M W , as detailed in

other orders issued contemporaneously with this Order.2

Thus, recovery of

revenues lost is not an independent right of utilities, but rather a component of a
coordinated group of policies reasonably calculated to deliver overall benefits to

ratepayers, to utilities, and to society in a cost-effective manner, Approval of an

LCFC application within this context would be beneficial to ratepayers and to
utilities, in that it would secure more cost-effective utility service with less risk of
future energy and regulatory costs and cost fluctuations. LCFC approvaI, and
contemporaneous program cost recovery under the ECEA, would hold the utility

harmless from possible detrimental financial effects resulting fiom robust and

successful EE program implementation. Such approval would promote important,
but currently non-quantifiable benefits to ratepayers and utilities alike, including
increased energy independence and national security and reduced environmental

impact, Ratepayers and utilities also would benefit fiom the improved relations
that stem from enhanced service.

See also Docket No. 08-1374,Order Nos. 15,16; Docket No. 08-144-U,
Order No.17;Docket No.
IO-~OO-R,Order No. 1 (all issued on December IO,2010).

2
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Generally, the Commission accepts the recommendations of various parties
aimed at ensuring t h e accuracy of LCFC calculation. LCFC calcdation shall
accurately reflect energy savings caused by utility energy efficiency programs, and
thus not sales reductions due to weather, changes in population, or background

increases or decreases in customer's self-funded energy efficiency efforts. Utilities

shall maintain and report adequate data to support accurate calculation of

revenues Iost. Such data collection shall ensure that LCFC is not collected for
measures for which the measure life has expired between rate cases. E M W

reflecting standard protocols and best practices in the EM&V profession shall be
preferred over deemed savings where such EM&V is available. Utilities shall base
LCFC applications and calculations on the best information available at the time of

the application. As detailed in separate orders, utilities shall rely on independent

E M W for the purpose of measuring energy savings caused by EE programs, for
the true-up of 2011 program year savings and for LCFC calculation in program

years 2012 and beyond. Projected LCFC collection shall be included in program

cost-effectiveness calculations.
Companion orders establishing energy savings goals over a three-year

period suggest a natural point at which the Commission could review the LCFC
policy to determine whether it is preferable to more complete decouphg, and
whether the challenges associated with calculating LCFC due t o energy efficiency
outweigh the benefits. Until then, the Commission determines that a general

policy of approving an accurate application for LCFC,as an included component of
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a portfolio of programs likely to achieve the maximum achievable level of costeffective energy efficiency, is a necessary and expedient means to achieve the

development of energy efficiency as a utility resource in Arkansas.
Approval of the Joint Utility ProDosal, as Modified.

The Joint Utility Motion is approved, with the following cIarifications and

modifications:
1.

Utilities will track data about the installation adequate to verify the
timing and number of installations and to reasonably estimate the

sales effects of installations; such data shall include, without
limitation, the size and efficiency of installed equipment, the location
of the installation, the hours of operation for the equipment, and
where appropriate, the orientation of building surfaces treated, the
date of the installation, the seasonality of equipment; and the Toad

shape of equipment;
2.

Utilities shall track data that records information about the customer
and t h e customer's rate class and schedule adequate t o reasonably

estimate the revenue impacts of installation, including, without
limitation, applicable rate schedules, riders, demand rates and

demand ratchets, and block rates;
3,

LCFC shall be calculated on a rate class and rate schedule basis,
thereby accurately reflecting and appropriately attributing the fned
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utility energy efficiency programs;
4,

LCFC shall be based on the best available data (which may include
“deemed savings” pursuant to final determinations by the

Commission on that subject now pending in Docket No. 07-152-TF)
at the time of the application for approval of the Utilities’ EE

programs which will be followed by annual independent EM&V true-

up calculations approved by the Commission that shall be based on
the best avaiIable data at the time of the true-up calculation and that

most accurately reflect the actual LCFC from utility-sponsored EE
programs;
5.

General Staff is directed to re-convene the Energy Eficiency
Reporting Meeds Working Group, to include any parties to this

docket, to modify current EE program reporting forms to enable the
EE Utilities to meet the above requirements;

6.

To the degree that LCFC calculations rely on deemed savings for the
2011 program

year, the deemed energy savings resulting from more

efficient cooling shall be allocated to months using coolingdegree

days, heating savings shall be allocated using heating-degree days,
and outdoor lighting savings shall be allocated using the monthly
hours of darkness; this allocation is an interim measure pending the
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development of more refined estimates of the seasonal impacts of

efficiency measures;

7.

The Commission will approve LCFC true-up dculations based upon
after-the-fact, net energy savings, as determined by independent

EM&V, as compared to utility-estimated deemed savings, in the
approval of true-up LCFC calculations. The EE utilities, the General

Staff and Parties to this Docket shall develop a joint EM&V program,
pursuant to a separate order issued today, for this purpose and shall

propose how carrying costs-for both utilities and ratepayers-shall

be calculated;
8.

No retroactive ratemaking is authorized by this order.

Only

measures implemented after the issuance of this Order may be
included in LCFC calculations; and

9.

Natural gas utility 3DA shall be adjusted so as to avoid double-

counting sales reductions included in the LCFC mechanism.
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BY ORDER OF THE COMMISSION.
This 10th day of December 2010.

Olan W.Reeves, Commissioner

Segetary of the Commission

